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Introduction.

The investigation of the timber resources of Papua was

placed in the hands of Mr. Gilbert Burnett, District Forest

Inspector of the State of Queensland, by the Commonwealth

Government of Australia, in the year 190'8. He reported on

123 species after visiting eight important districts. His report

was printed by the Government printer and issued by the De-

partment of External Affairs, Melbourne.

In his report he says :

—" Tbe names of the different varieties

are such as have been supplied to me by those of the natives

of the various localities who appeared to possess the largest

amount of knowledge of the native woods ; and the greatest

care has been exercised in noting them correctly."!

Under these conditions, it is highly probable that some con-

fusion may exist, as several names are given to the one variety

of tree, these being the names given by the most intelligent

natives in the several districts in which the trees grow. Thus,

if there are twenty districts, there may be twenty different

native names. In a territory such as Papua, where there is

no written language and a great number of dialects, it may be

necessary to record all names, but if the meaning of each of

these words were ascertained and that meaning described the

particular genus, some such colloquial name might be adopted.

1 Timber Trees of the Territory of Papua : Reports and Catalogue. By Gilbert

Buniett.
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It is to be regretted that botanical specimens were not pro-

cured at the same time, submitted to one of Australia's eminent

botanists and placed on record for reference, thus placing in

the hands of those seeking reliable information a ready means

of identifying the various species in the several districts.

Another source of confusion is likely to arise, through the way

in which a word describing a tree is spelt. As with children

so with most of the island natives the letter R is a great diflfi-

culty, and L is nearly always substituted, hence Aru7m may
become Alulu, Arac/a, Alaga, etc. This has already occurred

in two out of the six species which are referred to in tho

following pages.

The author is not aware that any serious attempt has been

made so far to collect and classify the flora of Papua, but it

is known that Avhile the great majority of the flora is peculiar

to Papua, there are representatives of the mainland also

grow^ing there.

In fulfilment of a promise by the Secretary for External

Affairs, the author received six species of Papuan woods ujDon

the understanding that they should be submitted to the usual

mechanical tests and a report furnished. The colloquial names

supplied with the specimens were Ulabo, Alaga, Tamonaii,

Kokoila, JIad(we and Ilimo. With the exception of the first

two, the spelling used by Mr. Burnett has been adopted. In

the case of the two mentioned, it is possible that the spelling

of one or other of the authorities may be incorrect, but from

the description in the Catalogue, they evidently apply to Uraba

and Araga.

All the specimens were of fair quality, more or less seasoned,

and measured nine feet long by six inches wide and four inches

deep. With the exception of Madave (only one piece being

sent), two pieces of each were forwarded. These were cut to

lengths of four feet six inches, and subjected to the cross-break-

ing test, after which they were cut up into specimens for

end-grain compression, tension, shearing, bending, charcoal and

ash tests. The percentage of moisture in each tested specimen

was ascertained, and the change in colour due to heating

noted, and also the amount of moisture reabsorbed after drying.

The weights per cubic foot were calculated from the dimen-
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sions and weights of the specimens, after they had been planed

on an ordinary wood planer. The dry weights were calculated

from the moisture percentage experiments. The weight of the

seasoned wood w*as calculated from the observations taken on

reabsorption. This weight will vary with the hygroscopic state

of the atmosphere.

As this is the first time these timbers have been subjected

to mechanical tests, it will be well to treat them rather fully.

Description of the Specimens.

In describing the general appearance of the specimens, the

first name will always be that supplied by the Department of

External Affairs, and the second the name given to the species

by Mr. Burnett.

Ulaho {Afzelia hijuga). —Urabo of the Eastern Division. It

is common throughout coastal Papua, and consequently has

several different names as follow: —Melila and Mokaika, at

Motu : Pida at Vailala ; Uio in Western District : Kurabi, North

and Eastern Divisions ; Bendora, Northern Division.

The specimens received varied slightly in colour, one being

fairly dark, somewhat like the dark Tasmanian and Victorian

blackwood, but not so rich in colours : heavy, close grained,

yellowish brown when freshly planed, but darkening on ex-

posure to the light, of an oily nature, easy to work, and should

t^ike a fine polish ; if either shavings or sawdust, taken from

this wood, he boiled in water for fifteen minutes and the liquid

evaporated, a dark shellac-like substance is left, which may be

of economic value. Some of the pores contain a yellow sulphur-

like material, which came away as fine dust during the cross-

breaking tests. Evidently a strong, durable wood ; it has been

proved to be absolutely proof against white ants, but it will not

resist the teredo.

Alaga. —Araga (Fain. Sapotaceae), from the Eastern Division.

Being common throughout Coastal Papau, it too has several local

names—Ohabu, Vailala ; Borua (proV)ably Rolua), Northern

Division ; Ediua, Kemp Welch ; and Koiua, Buna Bay.

The specimens are of a reddish, light brown colour, the sap-

wood a light bluff. The grain is fairly close and straight. It
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should be a good wood for joinery and general inside purposes.

For boat building, coach and carriage building, it ought to be

excellent. It appears to be a fairly durable wood.

Tamonau. —Tamanau (no botjtnical name) of the Eastern

Division ; Dandigo, of Buna Bay. Very light medium grained

wood, with no particular figure. Light pink or nearly buff in

colour, ill some lights there is a satin-like sheen and bluish streaks

in some of the annual rings. It has not the appearance of a dur-

able timber, being totally unfit for use in damp situations. In one

part of the specimen, where it had evidently been on the

ground, signs of decay were apparent. It is easy to work, and

finishes under the planer with a woolly surface ; for light inside

work it should be very serviceable.

Kokoila. —Kokoilo (Calophyllum inophyllum) Eastei-n Divis-

ion; Oma, Vailala District. Liglit, cedarlike, open-grained wood,

rather a pretty figure (reminding one of cocoanut wood), brownish

red in appearance, slightly attacked by a small borer or worm,

would not be durable in damp situations, but would be useful for

panels hs a substitute for cedar. The openness of the grain, either

straight from the saw or under the planer, would suggest a

great amount of "' filling " before polishing, but when properly

sandpapered the finish is very fine and the grain seems to be

close.

Madare. —Madave, of the Sagarai Valley; "This seems to

have affinities witli Shorea Dipterocarpeae " (J. H. Maiden).

Omeof Vailala. Light, cedar-like, open-grained timber. The

colour is a shade lighter than Kokoilo, but the figure is not so

pronounced. It is course-grained, easy to work if planed in

the direction in which the rings run out, otherwise broad, rough

bands are produced. It has the appearance of a brittle timber.

It should be useful for joinery where light work is required,

especially for cabinet w'ork. It does not give one tlie impression

of being a durable timber in damp places.

Ilimo. —Ilimo, uf Motu, (order Bignoniaceae) found in Laloki

and Brown River Disti-icts. lohea, Vailala ; liinuinba, Cape

Nelson and Buna Bay ; Kiua, CJape Vogel.

This was the lightest timber received, both in colour and

weight, soft, fairly close-grained ; when viewed by reflected

light on the " quartered " side, it has the appearance of grey
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satin, on the " backed " side, the appearance is an alternate

dark and light grey. Figure somewhat like cedar. It should

be a fair wood for light work of any description where it can

be kept dry, as it takes up moisture very quickly. After being

planed, the surface took on a yellowish green tinge, which

nearly disappeared after standing in the air for a few days.

It is easily worked on the " backed " side, but on the " quar-

tered " face rough bands appear, as in Kokoilo and Madave.

(See photographs of fractures).

Weight per Cubic Foot and Moisture Percentage.

All timber contains moisture, either as liquid in the cells or

moisture in the cell walls. The free liquid drains from the

wood in a comparatively short time, reducing the apparent weight

as nmch as twenty-five per cent, in a few weeks, but it takes

much longer to evaporate from the cell walls.

Timber is never absolutely dry unless it is submitted to a

continuous heat sufficiently intense to drive off all the moisture.

The changes which take place in the wood, during this drying

process, may be chemical or simply drying due to evaporation
;

in the same way celluloid, glue and albumen occupy a much
larger space Avhen moist than when dry. The three examples

quoted illustrate fairly the state of the cell walls before season-

ing or drying. Before drying, the cell walls are thick, after

they are thin, that is, a circular, oval or polygonal cell wall

may be when wet or unseasoned comparatively thick, and the

pores or cells comparatively small, but when dry, or nearly

dry or seasoned, the cell walls have shrunk and become thinner

and the pores larger, but the space occupied by a certain area

of the seasoned wood is not so great as that of the unseasoned,

otherwise there would be no shrinkage, only loss of weight.

Matured wood shrinks much less than semi-nmtured, and semi-

matured less than young saplings. Hence in the wood of a

sapling, large checks appear, in semi-matured wood smaller,

and in matured wood only small checks are discernible. The

various stages can be readily traced in beams cut from different

parts of trees, but far more easily from young, semi-matured

and matured logs.
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In the first case, " heart shake " of a very pronounced

character is nearly always developed, in the second case " star,"

and to a certain extent " cup shal^e " occurs, but in matured

wood the pith has generally begun to decay and the moisture is

being evaporated both from the inside and the outside, and if

seasoning checks do occur, they are in the form of small cracks,

which close up when the process is complete. Also, it is almost

a rule that the heavy dense woods contain the least moisture

and the more open grained and lighter ones contain the most.

In these experiments, the dry weight of the several species

was obtained by weighing one hundred grains of borings, taken

from near the fracture, immediately after the specimen had

been tested. The borings were then placed in an oven, which

was kept for forty-eight hours and upwards, at a temperature

of 103 deg. C, kept there in fact until the weight ceased to

decrease. The loss of weight was thus directly found, and the

percentage of moisture accurate!}^ ascertained. Having obtained

the percentage of moisture in the timber, and having previously

ascertained the weight per cubic foot, it was easy to calculate

the " dry weight."

That timber " comes and goes." or expands and shrinks with

the weather, can be verified during wet and dry seasons, when

many instances come under casual observation ; hence the ex-

pulsion of moisture decreases the weight of timber, and such

weight varies with the proportion of moisture it contains. In

the following table (Table 1) the percentage of moisture re-

absorbed was ascertained after allowing the dry borings,

already mentioned, to stand in the atmosphere for at least

seven days. During that time the thermometer never rose

above 73 deg. F., but the hygroscopic state of the atmosphere

varied. The results prove that timber, air dried, always con-

tains a certain amount of moisture, so that naturally-seasoned

timber must always contain moisture, and kiln-dried wood

will take up moisture until it reabsorbs within two per cent, of

the naturally seasoned wood. The fourth column in the table

will therefore give the limit, which the degree of moisture in

naturally-seasoned timber of these varieties may be expected

to attain in practice.
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of the specimen is placed. I is the ghiss front. The whole of

the chamber is covered with half-inch felt. The boileT is heated

by gas. and the steam in the chamber can be raised to boiling

point. By attaching a metal coil to the steam inlet and con-

denser, the apparatus ca,n be converted into a drying chamber.

The specimens were twenty-two inches long, three-quarters of

an inch wide, and three-eighths of an inch deep. A band of

spring brass was attached to a brass jockey clip, through

which a hole was drilled, so that a brass pin could be inserted

in order to carry a casting of lead weighing 10 lbs., to which

a horizontal pointer was attached. The specimen was placed

under the band, and the whole inserted in the chamber pre-

paratory to steam being turned on. The end opposite to the

weight was placed under a piece of angle-iron which is riveted

to the end of the steaming chamber. Nine inches from the

angle-iron a galvanised iron pipe, two and three^eighths of an

inch in diameter, was placed. The specimen rested on the pipe,

and the weight was allowed to act during the whole of the

steaming process. All the specimens were subjected to the same

weight under similar conditions. Each variety of timber was

so arranged that two were tested with the annual rings parallel

to the direction of bending, two at right angles and two with

the rings diagonal. All were placed in the chamber at the tem-

perature of the surrounding atmosphere, which averaged

73 deg. F. The chamber was then closed and steam admitted,

and through the plate glass front of the chamber 'the relative

bending of the specimens could be noted from time to time.

Under these conditions, Ulaho is undoubtedly the best bend-

ing timber, as the whole six bent over the pipe without the

least sign of stress on either the compression or tension sides.

KuJcoilo came next, with three out of the six bending.

No. 1, being cross-grained, showed a split on the tension side

in the direction of the uneven grain. Rings diagonal.

No. 2 was very much stressed and broke with slight pressure.

Rings parallel.

No. 3 bent, with slight flaking on tension side. Rings vertical.

No. 4 good bend, but slight twist (twisted grain) ; no frac-

ture. Rings diagonal.

No. 5 good bend, straight grain. Rings parallel.
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No. 6 broke short at the bend. Rings vertical.

Alaga. —All the specimens of Alaga broke, but four of them

bent to an angle of 45 deg. before breaking, leaving a fair

permanent bend away from the fracture.

Maclave. —All the specimens bent to an angle of 30 deg.,

then broke. Slight permament bend in four of them.

Tamanau. —̂No. 1, which was a diagonal specimen, bent well,

but split on the tension side; the others broke without per-

manent bend.

Ilimo. —Four of the specimens broke before the steam was

applied, the other two took on a permanent " set " of about

15 deg. after remaining without steam for twenty-four hours.

In this case the three-quarters by three-eighths pieces were

replaced by specimens three-quarters of an inch square, and

were steamed for five hours. After steaming for an hour and

three-quarters, No. 5, which was a diagonal-ringed piece, broke,

Xo. 6, a similar piece, bent most, the other four remaining at

an angle of about 15 deg. With the exception of this set, none

of the specimens required steaming for more than fifteen

minutes.

Under these severe conditions the six varieties may be classed

for bending as follows :
—

Ulabo
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mospheric changes is very objectionable. For gunstocks, it

should be comparatively light, and capable of taking wood or

iron screws without tearing ; when exposed to wet it should

not become rough or woolly, it should clean up well when

carved or machined, be close grained and of rather a " cheesy
"'

nature but hard enough to resist ordinary wear and tear with-

out " denting." To a certain extent it should have a good

figure, but expansion or contraction is fatal ; for most of the

minor uses, bending is one of the qualities required.

In investigating the value of the six Papuan species, they

have been subjected to the following mechanical tests :
—

Crossbueaking or Beam Tests.

All beam tests were made on a four foot span, but the

effective span was 45.71 inches, due to the method adopted of

applying the load. The central load was spread over a width

of 2.29 inches by means of two swivel bearings. The span (the

supports also being on swivel bearings) was 48 inches.

The formula for calculating the '" modulus of rupture '' was: —
F = 3/2 X WL'/^/--'

Where W= total load required to lireak tlie specimen.

L' = the effective span. (Clear sp;in minus the distance

between the centres of the

swivel bearings.)

b = the breadth of the test piece,

d = the depth of the test piece.

The " modulus of elasticity " was obtained by plotting, on

squared paper (Fig. 2, Plate XL), the readings taken on a specially

designed "Deflectometer,"^ (Fig. 3, Plate XT I.). The formula used

for obtaining the " modulus of elasticity " was :
—

E = WL^/4/y^^^S

Where W—weight in pounds, producing deflection.

L = clear span (48in.).

b = breadth of the test piece,

d = depth of the test piece.

8 = deflection produced by weight W.

1 This instrument was designed by Professor H. Payne, and made by his assistant in

the Engineering' Labatory. It was used for the first time during these tests, and was

accurate tliroughout.
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The following Table 2 gives the mean modulus of rupture

and the mean modulus of elasticity of the six species, schedules

of details being given subsequently :
—

Table 2.

F. in lbs per sq. in.

16485

8637

8185

6605

Nameof Timbers.

Ulabo

Tamanau

Alaga

Madave

Kokoilo

Ilimo

5725

4736

E. in lbs per sq.

2084250

1095200

153950U

1081350

799675

795900

Compression Along the Grain or Column Tests.

Specimens, cut from the beam tests, were subjected to com-

pression along the grain tests, that is, as columns. The dimen-

sions were approximately three inches scjuare, the exact figures

being given in the schedule of details. The length was twenty

inches. The ratio would be nearly l-7th, consequently

they would be short columns, and should give the true com-

pressive resistance of the materia] in this particular direction.

Strength in compression is a fair gauge of the relative Cjuality

of timber for general work, but does not represent its useful-

ness for special purposes, such as cabinet work, etc.

To ascertain the breaking weight per square inch, the total

load producing fracture was divided by the area of the end

grain thus W/DB= breaking weight in lbs per square inch,

where W= total breaking w^eight or load.

B = breadth.

D= depth.

The following Table 3 shows the mean strength in compres-

sion of the six species: —
Table 3.

Nameof Timber. Mean breakiiij;: wciglit in lbs. per sq. inch.

Ulabo . - . . 9522

Alaga - - - - 6110

Madave - - - - 5760

Tamanau - - - - 5320

Kokoilo - - - - 4795

Ilimo ... - 3550
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Tension Tests.

Tension tests are not of very great value, as usually timber

is stronger in tension than in any other direction, and would

seldom fail under that stress while other portions of the same

structure, constructed of the same wood and of the same dimen-

sions, were directly under any of the other stresses. In very

brittle timber, it might happen, but never in sound, fibrous

wood. For comparison, however, it is well that these tests

should be made.

The " tension " specimens were prepared in the lathe in the

form shown in Fig. 4. The original dimensions were 20 inches

long and 2J inches square. These were turned to a diameter

of f inch in the centre, parallel for eight inches between the

shoulders. The portion to be gripped in the testing machine

was 3J inches by 1 3-8th inches diameter, the remainder being

just cleaned up. The experiments and remarks are given in

the schedule of details. The mean breaking strengths per

square inch are given in Table 4.
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Thirty-two shearinp^ tests were made, and the results show

that Avhen the phme of shear is parallel to the annual rings, all the

fracture's are fairly even, and in most cases, the same evenness

appears when the plane of shear is at right angles to the rings,

but in the case of Kokoilo and Jlimo, th*- fractures were very

angular, and increased the area of shear from 50 per cent, to

75 per cent.

Table 5.

Nameof timber. - - Mean shearinj^ strength.

Ulabo - - - - 2120

Kokoilo - - - - 2010

Madave - - - - 1810

Alaga - - .. 1670

Tamanau - - - - 1090

Ilimo .... 882

From the foregoing tables it will be seen that no definite

proportion exists between the stresses of the same timber, but

the timbers themselves vary a great deal in strength in their

relations to each other. Ulabo stands out prominently as the

stronger, the sum of the stresses being 4.3,877 pounds, Alaga

coming next with 30,460 pounds ; then Tamanau 25,742

pounds, Madave 19,555 pounds, KoJwilo 17,490 pounds, and

lUuio 14,468 pounds. From these figures it could b© reason-

ably expected that Ulabo would be a good engineering timber,

Alaga and Tamanau good w^oods for joinery and general w^ork,

and the remaining three —viz., Madave, Kol-oilo and Ilimo

—ought to be suitable for light joinery, cabinet work and fur-

niture.

By referring to Table 1 it will also be noticed that the

strength does not follow in the order of the weights.

Burning of Splinters.

In addition to the mechanical tests, the colour and quality of

the ash produced from the burning of splinters was noted.

When complete combustion takes place, as in the ordinary

fire stove or furnace, the ash is generally white or of a dirty

greyish colour, while an ordinary wooden match ahvays gives

a brittle black ash. If pieces of wood in the form of splinters
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be taken from the different species, lighted, and allowed to

burn in still air, several peculiarities will be observed, which

escape observation during ordinary combustion. Some woods

burn readily until the whole splinter is consumed ; others are

difficult to burn ; som,e crackle or splutter, while others burn

quietly ; again, some glow brightly, others burn dully ; one

will cease to glow as an ember immediately, another will con-

tinue to glow for several seconds, perhaps minutes ; one will

die out with a brilliant spark and another will die without a

glow. The colour of the ash, too, will vary. Some species,

retain the ash as a short piece of brittle carbon, others retain

it as a snow-like point ; in others, nothing is left but a most

delicate web4ike fluff, while others again will leave a feathery

substance, which floats away like down. As a means of identi-

fication, this property is an aid, and in order to give some idea

of its value, is included in these investigations.

Tlie following peculiarities have been noted during experi-

ments on this series of Papuan woods :
—

•

Nameof Timber Remarks on the character of the ash, etc.

Ulabo (a) - Splinter burns fairly well, slowly, leaving a
bluish-white ash, which is retained and

feathery.

Ulabo {b) - Splinter burns badly, leaving a bluish-white

ash, which is retained and feathery.

Ulabo {c) - Splinter burns slowly, leaving a bluish-white

ash.

Ulabo (d) - Splinter burns slowly, leaving a bluish-white

ash.

[Note. —The spark smoulders for a considerable time;

should make a splendid flrewood when once lighted.]

Alaga (a) - Splinter burns slowly and quietly, leaving a

pure white feathery ash.

Alaga (b) - Same as (a).

Alaga ((t) - Splinter burns with slight "crackles;" white ash

Alaga (d) - Same as (c).

[Note.

—

(c) and (d) were lighter coloured woods than (a) and (b).'\

Tamanau (a) - Splinter burns badly, crackles ; white ash, but

grey or bluish at the spot where the spark

dies. 4
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Taiuanau (d) - Splinter bui-ns badly, leaving a grey or bluish-

white ash.

Tanianau (c) - Same as (/;).

Tanianau (if) - Same as {b).

Madave {a) - Splinter burns slowly, rather badly, bluish-

grey ash.

Madave (b) - Sanie as {a).

Kokoilo {a) Splinter burns fairly well, leaving a pure

white feathery asli, which is retained.

Kokoilo {b) - Splinter burns badly, ash as above.

Kokoilo {c) - Splinter burns slowly, ash as above.

Kokoilo [d) - Splinter burns slowly, ash as above.

Ilimo (a) - Splinter burns well, leaving a creamy -white

ash, which is retained and feathery.

Ilimo (b) - Splinter burns well, but dully, ash as above.

Tlimo (c) - Splinter burns well, but quietly, ash as above.

Ilimo (d) - Splinter burns well, but quietly, ash as above.

From the above observations, it would appear that all the

varieties are fairly rich in potash, but this can only be de-

finitely ascertained by chemical analysis.

Charcoal Ppoperties.

Six cubes of each kind of timber were subjected to a " car-

bonising process,'' in order to ascertain their charcoal proper-

ties. Each cube Avas accurately weighed and then placed in an

oven, which was surrounded by a l)ath of ordinary machine oil.

The temperature to which the oil could be raised safely had

been previously ascertained, and was found to be above

160 deg. C. The cubes were placed in the oven and kept for

twenty hours at a temperature of 105 deg. C. The temperature

was regulated by means of a " Reichardt's thermo-regulator.'

They were again weighed (the percentage of moisture evaporated

was calculated), and then immediately placed in a tire clay

muffle and packed all round with powdered charcoal. A small

hole was Ijored in the asbestos front, to alloAv the products of

combustion to escape. The closed muffle was then inserted in

a gas muffle furnace and the gas turned full on. Carbonisation

connnenced in live minutes, and the products of combustion
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ceased to be visible in twenty minutes. Tlie process was com-

plete in forty minutes, when the gas Avas turned off, and the

specimens allowed to cool. They were then removed from the

furnace, and again weighed, and the percentage of charcoal

ascertained. The following Table 6 shoAvs the total weight of

the cubes before being dried, the percentage of moisture eva-

porated during drying, the weight after being dried, the weight

of charcoal produced, and the percentage of charcoal calculated

from the dry weio-ht of the wood. All weio-hts are in grains.

Table 6.

Nameof timber
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however, that seasoned wood always contains at least 12 per

cent, of moisture, so that the volatile matter, apart from the

moisture, would be calculated on 88 pounds of dry wood. Take

an example, say Madave

:

—100 pounds of ordinary seasoned

wood contains 12 pounds of moisture; during carbonisation,

this moisture is first driven off, leaving 88 lbs. of dry wood.

Now, as Madnve yields 24 j^er cent, of charcoal, the weight of

charcoal produced from ^^ lbs. would be 21 lbs., and the

volatile substances would weigh 88—21 = 67 lbs.

The percentage of ash contained in the charcoal may also be

calculated, the results being interesting in that they enable one

to select special fuel for special work. In this series, the char-

coal of Tamauau contains the greatest quantity of asli, and

that of Madave the least, thus :
—

Madave
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Details of Compression Tests.

Area. Bk. wt. Bk. wt. sq. inXo.
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Area. Bk. \vt. Bk. \vt. sq. in.No. Length
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No.
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Madave
No.
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